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A B S T R A C T

The flavonolignan silibinin is the major component of the extract isolated from the seeds of the milk thistle
(Silybum marianum). Herein, we performed an in silico analysis focusing on the molecular docking of the putative
atomic interactions between silibinin and heat shock protein 90 (Hsp90), an adenosine triphosphate-dependent
molecular chaperone differentially expressed in response to microenvironmental stress. Time-resolved fluores-
cence resonance energy transfer was employed to measure the capacity of silibinin to inhibit Hsp90 binding to
other co-chaperones with enzymatic activity. Whereas silibinin is predicted to interact with several pockets in
the C-terminal domain (CTD) of Hsp90α and β, its highest-ranking docked poses significantly overlap with those
of novobiocin, a well-characterized Hsp90 CTD-targeting inhibitor. The net biochemical effect of silibinin was to
inhibit the efficiency of Hsp90α/β CTD binding to its co-chaperone PPID/cyclophilin D in the low millimolar
range, equivalent to that observed for novobiocin. The hepatotoxicant behavior of silibinin solely occurred at
concentrations several thousand times higher than those of the Hsp90 N-terminal inhibitor geldanamycin.
Silibinin might be viewed as a non-hepatotoxic, novobiocin-like Hsp90 inhibitor that binds the CTD to induce
changes in Hsp90 conformation and alter Hsp90-co-chaperone-client interactions, thereby providing new paths
to developing safe and efficacious Hsp90 inhibitors.

1. Introduction

Silibinin is the major bioactive component of silymarin, a flavono-
lignan extract obtained from the seeds of the milk thistle herb (Silybum
marianum) (Abenavoli et al., 2018). Silibinin-containing silymarin and
new formulations of silibinin have been employed over the last 40 years
as anti-hepatotoxic agents and as components of nutritional supple-
ments aimed at preventing hepatic steatosis and protecting liver from
exposure to chemical and environmental toxins (Federico et al., 2017;
Gazák et al., 2007 Abenavoli et al., 2018). Moreover, an ever-growing
number of studies have demonstrated the capacity of silibinin to exhibit

inhibitory activity against cultured cancer cells and tumor xenografts,
to enhance the efficacy of other therapeutic agents, to reduce the
toxicity of cancer treatments, and to prevent and overcome the emer-
gence of cancer drug resistance (Bosch-Barrera and Menendez, 2015;
2017). More importantly, when used orally as part of more bioavailable
formulations, silibinin has recently been shown to exhibit significant
clinical activity in cancer patients with advanced systemic disease
(Bosch-Barrera et al., 2014, 2016; Priego et al., 2018). Indeed, re-
sponses to silibinin-based therapy were notable in the central nervous
system, where several complete responses were achieved in patients
with non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) presenting brain metastases
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(Priego et al., 2018).
Investigations into the molecular mechanisms involved in the

aforementioned anti-cancer activities of silibinin have repeatedly con-
firmed its ability to function as a natural down-modulator of signal
transducer and activator of transcription (STAT3) signaling (Agarwal
et al., 2007; Bosch-Barrera and Menendez, 2015, 2017; Cuyàs et al.,
2016). We recently combined computational and experimental ap-
proaches to confirm that silibinin can directly bind and inhibit STAT3 at
both the Src homology-2 (SH2) dimerization domain and the DNA-
binding transactivation domain (DBD) (Verdura et al., 2018). Accord-
ingly, the suppressive effects of silibinin on brain metastases can be
explained by its capacity to block STAT3 signaling in a sub-population
of reactive astrocytes required for the maintenance of brain metastastic
lesions, even at advanced stages of colonization (Priego et al., 2018). As
a flavonoid, however, silibinin is expected to interact with a variety of
molecular targets (Mateen et al., 2013; Tiwari and Mishra, 2015;
Jahanafrooz et al., 2018), some of which might be highly relevant to
those tumor lesions occurring in the brain. One such mechanism might
involve heat shock protein 90 (Hsp90), an adenosine triphosphate
(ATP)-dependent molecular chaperone that is critically required for the
correct localization, folding, and stability of its client proteins, many of
which are well-known driver oncoproteins such as STAT3.

Previous biochemical assays revealed that the inhibitory activity of
silibinin against Hsp90 is likely the result of binding to the C-terminus
of the protein (Zhao et al., 2011, 2012). Also, animal models confirmed
the ability of silibinin to operate as an Hsp90 inhibitor targeting the
pathogenesis of Cushing disease, which is caused by corticotroph ade-
nomas of the pituitary that overexpress Hsp90 and hypersecrete adre-
nocorticotropin (Riebold et al., 2015a,b; Sbiera et al., 2015; Sugiyama
et al., 2015). Because most of the Hsp90 client proteins belong to
multiple signaling pathways, many of them linked specifically to me-
tastatic processes, a single Hsp90 inhibitor is expected to provide the
equivalent of “multitargeted” or combinatorial therapy, thereby over-
riding the danger of resistance phenomena. Although several Hsp90
inhibitors have demonstrated promising preclinical and clinical results
in tumors that have become resistant to molecular-targeted agents,
most of them are hindered by their low capacity to cross the blood-
brain barrier (BBB), limited target inhibition and toxicities (Neckers
and Workman, 2012; Travers et al., 2012; Blair et al., 2014; Chatterjee
and Burns, 2017). Given the clinical benefit of a well-tolerated and safe
oral treatment with a silibinin-containing nutraceutical for targeting
secondary brain tumors (Bosch-Barrera et al., 2016; Priego et al., 2018)
and the recently predicted BBB permeability of clinically relevant for-
mulations of silibinin (Pérez-Sánchez et al., 2019), it might be relevant
to reassess the proposed capacity of silibinin to target Hsp90. In this
regard, liver toxicity, a leading systemic toxicity of drugs and chemi-
cals, is demanding human-relevant in vitro solutions to overcome a
major drawback for the therapeutic use of Hsp90 inhibition, namely the
dose-limiting hepatotoxicity elicited by conventional geldanamycin-
derivate Hsp90 inhibitors containing a benzoquinone moiety (Egorin
et al., 1998; Dikalov et al., 2002; Cysyk et al., 2006; Lauber et al.,
2015). Indeed, the clinical translation of Hsp90 blockade has largely
been hampered by serious hepatotoxicity of first- and second-genera-
tion Hsp90 inhibitors. Given the well-known hepatoprotective effects of
silymarin and its major active constituent silibinin and the accom-
panying lack of adverse effects even at high doses (Vargas-Mendoza
et al., 2014; Soleimani et al., 2019), silibinin deserves to be studied as a
clinically relevant non-hepatotoxic Hsp90 C-terminal inhibitor.

Herein, we present an in silico analysis focusing on the molecular
docking of the putative atomic interactions between silibinin and
Hsp90. Time-resolved fluorescence energy transfer (TR-FRET) tech-
nology was additionally employed to measure silibinin's capacity to
inhibit Hsp90 binding to other co-chaperones with enzymatic activity.
Comparative studies were conducted with the amino coumarin natural
product novobiocin, a well-known inhibitor of the C-terminal domain
(CTD) of Hsp90 (Marcu et al., 2000a,b; Matts et al., 2011). Finally, a

comparative analysis of silibinin-versus geldanamycin-induced hepa-
toxicity and superoxide production was conducted in HepG2 human
hepatoma cells. We now provide computational and experimental evi-
dence to propose silibinin as a novobiocin-like Hsp90 CTD inhibitor
that induces changes in Hsp90 conformation and alter Hsp90-co-cha-
perone-client interactions without promoting unwanted bio-
transformation phenomena responsible for hepatotoxicity.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Homology modeling

To date, 286 and 15 resolved structures have been deposited in the
PDB for Hsp90α (UniProt code P07900, HS90A_HUMAN) and Hsp90β
(UniProt code P08238, HS90B_HUMAN) proteins, respectively. For
Hsp90β, the 5FWM structure represents a closed conformation.
However, structures of Hsp90β in open conformations, or Hsp90α open
or closed conformations have not yet been deposited in the PDB.
Therefore, three-dimensional (3D) structural models of the full-length
Hsp90β in open conformations were generated by homology modeling
in automated mode (Biasini et al., 2014) using the 2IOQ structure as a
template. Using the same methodology, 3D models were generated for
the open and closed conformations of full-length Hsp90α using 2O1U
and 5ULS, respectively, as templates. A description of this methodology
has been previously reported (Bello-Pérez et al., 2018).

2.2. Molecular docking

The structures of silibinin (PubChem CID: 31553) and novobiocin
(PubChem CID: 54675769) were obtained from the National Center for
Biotechnology Information (NCBI) PubChem database (http://www.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pccompound).

Molecular docking experiments were carried out using YASARA
v18.12.27 software (Krieger et al., 2004), as described (Encinar et al.,
2015; Galiano et al., 2016). A total of 500 flexible docking runs were set
and clustered (6 Å) around the putative binding sites, i.e., two com-
plexed compounds belong to different clusters if the ligand Root-Mean-
Square Deviation of their atomic positions is greater than a minimum of
6 Å around certain hot spot conformations. The YASARA pH command
was set to 7.4. The YASARA software calculated the Gibbs free energy
variation (ΔG, kcal/mol), with more positive energy values indicating
stronger binding. To calculate this parameter, which is used to rank
compounds, Autodock Vina uses a force field scoring function that
considers the strength of electrostatic interactions, hydrogen bonding
between all atoms of the two binding partners in the complex, inter-
molecular van der Waals forces, and also solvation and entropy con-
tributions (Lionta et al., 2014). All the values are included in the cor-
responding tables with a negative sign. Only the ΔG value for the best
compound docked in each cluster is shown. Dissociation constants were
recalculated from the average binding energy of all compounds of each
cluster. The key residues of each receptor monomer (chain 1 or 2) in-
teracting with the best ligand in each cluster were detected using also
YASARA v18.12.27 software (Krieger et al., 2004). All of the figures
were prepared using PyMol 2.0 software and all the interactions were
detected using the PLIP algorithm (Salentin et al., 2015).

2.3. TR-FRET-based Hsp90 CTD activity assays

To determine the effect of novobiocin and silibinin on the activity of
Hsp90, we employed TR-FRET technology using either recombinant
human Hsp90α (6 ng/reaction of HSP90α [535–732] Cat. #50316,
protein lot #140103-G3) or Hsp90β (6 ng/reaction of HSP90β
[535–724], Cat. #50313, protein lot #130607-G) CTDs and the PPID
ligand (56 nmol/L, lot# 130703), all from BPS Bioscience (San Diego,
CA). The TR-FRET signal from the assay correlates with the amount of
PPID ligand binding to the HSP90 CTD.
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The compounds were diluted in 10% DMSO and 2 μL of the dilution
was added to a 20 μL reaction so that the final concentration of DMSO
was 1% in all of the reactions. All binding reactions were conducted at
room temperature. The 20 μL reaction mixture in C-terminal assay
buffer contained the Hsp90α/β CTD, the indicated amount of the in-
hibitor, PPID, and the reaction dyes. The reaction mixture was in-
cubated for 120min prior to reading the TR-FRET signal. For the ne-
gative control, buffer was added instead of PPID. Fluorescence signals
for both the donor and acceptor dyes were measured using a Tecan
Infinite M1000 plate reader (Männedorf, Switzerland). TR-FRET was
recorded as the ratio of the fluorescence of the acceptor and the donor
dyes (acceptor/donor).

Binding experiments were performed in duplicate at each con-
centration. The TR-FRET data were analyzed using Graphpad Prism
computer software. In wells containing PPID and no compound, the TR-
FRET signal (Ft) in each data set was defined as 100% activity. In wells
without peptide ligand, the TR-FRET signal (Fb) in each data set was
defined as 0% activity. The percentage activity in the presence of each
compound was calculated according to the following equation: %
activity= [(F-Fb)/(Ft – Fb)]×100, where F= the TR-FRET signal in the
presence of the compound. The percentage inhibition was calculated
according to the following equation: % inhibition=100 - % activity.
To calculate the IC50 values, the % activity versus a series of compound
concentrations were plotted using non-linear regression analysis of
sigmoidal dose-response generated with the equation Y = B+(T-B)/
1 + 10∧((LogIC50-Z)×HillSlope), where Y = percent activity,

B = minimum percent activity, T = maximum percent activity,
Z = logarithm of compound concentration and Hill Slope = slope
factor or Hill coefficient. The IC50 values were then determined as the
concentration causing a half-maximal percent activity.

2.4. Reagents

Silibinin and novobiocin were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St.
Louis, MO). Geldanamycin and ganetespib (STA-9090) were purchased
from Selleckchem.com. All reagents were dissolved in dimethylsulf-
oxide (DMSO) to prepare 10mmol/L stock solutions, which were stored
at −80 °C until use.

2.5. Metabolic status assessment

Cell viability was determined using standard colorimetric MTT-
based reduction assays.

2.6. Mitochondrial ROS measurements

To detect mitochondrial ROS, HepG2 liver cancer cells (a kind gift
from Dr. Jose Manuel Fernández-Real, Girona, Spain) were treated with
rotenone, geldanamycin, ganetespib (STA-909), novobiocin or silibinin
for 18 h and then incubated at 37 °C with MitoSOX (5 μM; Invitrogen)
for 20min in PBS, washed three times with PBS and analyzed by flow
cytometry.

Fig. 1. Hsp90β in a closed conformation with docked novobiocin and silibinin. Figure depicts the backbone of the Hsp90β homodimer (PDB code 5FWM) with
rainbow colors from the N-terminal (blue) to the C-terminal (red) domain. For each cluster of the docked compound (novobiocin and novobiocin cluster numbers are
shown in violet while silibinin and silibinin cluster numbers are shown in cyan), only the molecule (spheres) with the best binding energy is shown. Each inset shows
the detailed interactions of each compound docked to the protein, indicating the participating amino acids involved in the interaction and the type of interaction
(hydrogen bonds, hydrophilic interactions, salt bridges, ∏-stacking, etc). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the Web version of this article.)
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2.7. Statistical analysis

All statistical analyses were performed using XLSTAT 2010
(Addinsoft™). Data are presented as mean ± S.D. Comparisons of
means of ≥3 groups were performed by ANOVA, and the existence of
individual differences, in case of significant F values at ANOVA, were
tested by Scheffé's multiple contrasts. P values < 0.05 were considered
to be statistically significant (denoted as *). All statistical tests were
two-sided.

3. Results

Molecular docking assays of silibinin and novobiocin against
Hsp90α and β isoforms, which are differently expressed in embryonic
and adult tissues and exhibit significantly different behaviors with re-
spect to substrate/client interactions under stress conditions (Taherian
et al., 2008), were performed as previously described (Encinar et al.,
2015; Galiano et al., 2016). The selected protein structures, either from
the Protein Data Bank (PDB) or homology modeled, were subjected to
geometry optimization using the repair function of the FoldX algorithm
(Schymkowitz et al., 2005). To search for potential binding sites of si-
libinin and novobiocin, a global molecular docking procedure was
performed with AutoDock Vina using YASARA software (Krieger and
Vriend, 2014), where a total of 500 flexible docking runs were set and
clustered around the putative binding sites.

3.1. Prediction of the Hsp90β-silibinin interactions

Docking simulations of novobiocin and silibinin in the closed con-
formation of Hsp90β (5FWM structure) produced eight and fourteen
clusters of docking poses, respectively (Fig. 1). The docking results were
ranked according to the ascent of the binding energies for novobiocin
(up to −10.124 kcal/mol) and silibinin (up to −9.408 kcal/mol)
(Table 1). A careful inspection of the different conformations showed
that, in the #1 ranked cluster of both compounds, the Hsp90β-silibinin
interaction shared approximately 80% of the twenty-four participating
amino acid residues involved in the novobiocin binding mode to the
chain 1 of closed Hsp90β (ALA339, PRO340, PHE341, LEU343,
TYR430, GLU431, ALA432, SER434, LYS435, LYS438, ARG456,
TYR457, HIS458, LYS491, TYR512, MET513, THR514, and GLY515;
Table 1), and 100% of the three amino acid residues involved in the
novobiocin binding mode to the chain 2 ASP613, ASN614, SER615;
Table 1).

Upon generation of a computational homology model (Biasini et al.,
2014) of Hsp90β in its open conformation (Dollins et al., 2007),
docking simulations of novobiocin and silibinin similarly produced four
clusters of docking poses for each compound (Fig. 2), with binding
energies up to−9.41 kcal/mol for novobiocin and−8.789 kcal/mol for
silibinin. The binding mode of silibinin in the #1 ranked cluster shared
50% of the twenty participating amino acid residues involved in the
novobiocin binding mode to the chain 1 of closed Hsp90β (ASN30,
TYR33, ILE38, ARG41, HIS205, GLU303, LYS306, TRP312, ASP314,
and ARG337; Table 2).

3.2. Prediction of the Hsp90α-silibinin interactions

Docking simulations of novobiocin and silibinin in a homology
model of the closed conformation of Hsp90α produced three and eight
clusters of docking poses, respectively (Fig. 3). Binding energies were
−9.043 kcal/mol for novobiocin and −9.703 kcal/mol for silibinin in
the #1 ranked cluster; the binding mode of the docked silibinin was
similar to the binding observed for novobiocin in the #2 ranked cluster,
in which silibinin shared approximately 40% of the twenty-one parti-
cipating amino acid residues involved in the novobiocin binding mode
to the chain 1 of closed Hsp90α (ASN354, LYS356, LYS357, LYS358,
GLU374, ASN383, LEU447, and GLU451), and 25% of the four amino

acid residues involved in the novobiocin binding mode to the chain 2
(LEU619) (Table 3).

Upon generation of a computational homology model of Hsp90α in
its open conformation, docking simulations of novobiocin and silibinin
produced four and three clusters of docking poses, respectively (Fig. 4).
Binding energies were −9.742 kcal/mol for novobiocin and
−10.344 kcal/mol for silibinin in the #1 ranked cluster. The binding
mode of silibinin in such cluster shared an approximately 52% of the
twenty-seven amino acid residues involved in the novobiocin binding
mode to the chain 1 of open Hsp90α (SER50, SER53, ASP54, ASP57,
GLN212, PHE213, ILE214, GLY215, TRP297, PHE312, SER315,
LEU316, LYS362, and TYR364; Table 4).

3.3. Silibinin inhibits Hsp90α/β activity

We investigated the inhibitory effect of silibinin and novobiocin on
Hsp90 activity using time-resolved fluorescence resonance energy
transfer (TR-FRET) assays, which were designed to measure the in-
hibition of the Hsp90α/β CTD binding to its protein target PPID/cy-
clophilin D. The assay samples contained terbium-labeled donor, dye-
labeled acceptor, Hsp90α/β CTD, GST-tagged PPID and silibinin/no-
vobiocin, and were incubated for 2 h. The Hsp90α/β CTD-PPID inter-
action was then assayed by measuring the TR-FRET signal using a
fluorescence reader.

The addition of increasing concentrations of silibinin decreased the
TR-FRET signal in a dose-dependent manner (Fig. 5A), suggesting that
it inhibited the interaction between Hsp90α/β and PPID. The IC50 was
1mmol/L when employing Hsp90α CTD and 2mmol/L when using
Hsp90β CTD. We also tested in parallel the effect of novobiocin in the
TR-FRET competition assay. As expected, novobiocin dose-dependently
decreased the TR-FRET signal with an IC50 of ∼0.5 mmol/L (Fig. 5B).

3.4. Silibinin is less hepatotoxic than the Hsp90 N-terminal inhibitor
geldanamycin

We next analyzed the hepatic tolerability of silibinin by the human
liver cell line HepG2, which has been used to classify chemical entities
for hepatotoxicity and proposed as a non-animal alternative for sys-
temic toxicology (Van den Hof et al., 2014; Ramirez et al., 2018). When
cellular viability was examined by MTT-based assays, HepG2 were
markedly less susceptible toward silibinin and novobiocin as reflected
by half-maximal cell viability inhibitory concentrations (IC50) thousand
of times beyond the IC50 values obtained with the Hsp90 N-terminal
domain inhibitors geldanamycin and ganetespib (Wang et al., 2010;
Shimamura et al., 2012) (Fig. 6A).

Mitochondrial O2
− was then quantified with MitoSOX-Red staining

in HepG2 cells (Fig. 6B). MitoSOX-reactive mitochondrial ROS levels
were increased following exposure of HepG2 cells to rotenone, a mi-
tochondrial respiratory complex I that has been shown to produce O2

−

(Shimura et al., 2017), in response to the Hsp90 inhibitor geldana-
mycin, which is known to promote superoxide formation by enzymatic
and non-enzymatic redox cycling (Dikalov et al., 2002), but not in re-
sponse to either the resorcionol-triazole Hsp90 inhibitor ganetespib,
which lacks the benzoquinone moiety of geldanamycin (Jhaveri and
Modi, 2015), or the Hsp90 CTD inhibitor novobiocin. Silibinin was the
sole Hsp90 inhibitor tested capable of decreasing O2

− levels in HepG2
cells compared with non-treated control cells (Fig. 6B).

4. Discussion

Hsp90 is important in maintaining the structural integrity of over
200 client proteins including many well-known signal transducers,
some of which may have beneficial effects for metastasis-initiating cells.
Indeed, Hsp90 is the most highly expressed cellular protein involved in
the stabilization and degradation of other proteins under biophysical
stress conditions such as those normally found in the harsh tumor
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microenvironment (Barrott and Haystead, 2013). Not surprisingly,
Hsp90 inhibition has received special attention for therapeutic appli-
cations and, currently, more than twenty Hsp90-targeting drugs have
entered clinical trials, with many more compounds in preclinical de-
velopment (Neckers and Workman, 2012; Travers et al., 2012; Blair
et al., 2014; Chatterjee and Burns, 2017). Here, we provide computa-
tional and experimental evidence confirming and extending previous
studies suggesting that Hsp90 is a primary target of silibinin.

Although it should be acknowledged that Hsp90 inhibitors have
shown limited efficacy as single agents in a majority of cancer patients,
a particularly relevant exception to this is NSCLC harboring ALK gene
rearrangements, a genotypically-defined NSCLC subtype in which the
brain is frequently a site of disease progression (Gallegos Ruiz et al.,
2008; Sequist et al., 2010; Socinski et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2015).
Inhibition of Hsp90 with drugs such as ganetespib, AUY922, re-
tispamycin, and IPI-504 leads to degradation of the oncogenic ALK
fusion protein and tumor regression, even in NSCLC with acquired re-
sistance to ALK tyrosine kinase inhibitors. We show here that silibinin,

whose administration in NSCLC patients with brain metastasis reduces
lesions in the absence of adverse effects (Bosch-Barrera et al., 2016;
Priego et al., 2018), is a novobiocin-like Hsp90 inhibitor that binds to a
putative ATP site at the CTD of Hsp90. Of note, novobiocin used at high
concentrations has been suggested to directly target the N-terminal ATP
binding pocket of Hsp90 in addition to the more sensitive CTD binding
site, which might be involved in the shared effects of novobiocin and
silibinin. In this regard, structure activity relationship studies have
identified some of the key structural features required for the scaffold
cytotoxic activity of silibinin, in which Hsp90 inhibition could play a
part (Zhao et al., 2011).

Refolding assays employing thermally denatured firefly luciferase, a
sensitive model substrate to study folding and renaturation of dena-
tured proteins after heat stress (Thulasiraman and Matts, 1996), re-
vealed that silibinin could inhibit Hsp90-dependent refolding of luci-
ferase in rabbit reticulocyte lysates by approximately 50%, at a
concentration of 250 μmol/L (Zhao et al., 2011). Subsequent studies
revealed the capacity of silibinin to induce a concentration-dependent

Table 1
Interactions between novobiocin/silibinin and the closed conformation of the Hsp90β dimer.

Cluster number ΔG, [kcal/mol] Dissoc. constant, [μM] Participating amino acids interacting with novobiocin

1 −10.124 0.037932336 ARG337, ARG338, ALA339, PRO340, PHE341, LEU343, PHE344, TYR430, GLU431, ALA432, SER434, LYS435,
LYS438, ARG456, TYR457, HIS458, MET466, SER490, LYS491, TYR512, MET513, THR514, GLU515, ASP518
(chain 1) and ASP613, ASN614, SER615 (chain 2)

2 −9.15 0.196318422 GLU603, LYS607, ASP613, TYR619, SER669, LEU670, GLU671, ASP672, PRO673 (chain 1) and TYR430, GLU431,
SER434, LYS438, ARG456, TYR457, HIS458, MET466, GLU489, SER490, LYS491, GLN493, TYR512, MET513,
THR514, GLU515, PRO516 (chain 2)

3 −8.977 0.262888594 LEU638, LYS641, ASP648, ALA650, VAL651, ASP653, LEU654, MET683, ILE684, LEU686, GLY687, LEU688 (chain
1) and ALA650, VAL651, ASP653, LEU654, LEU657, ARG682, MET683, ILE684, LEU686, GLY687, LEU688 (chain
2)

4 −8.918 0.290415188 PHE341, PHE344, GLU345, GLN609, ALA610, LEU611, ARG612, ASN614, MET617 (chain, 1) and PHE341,
ASP342, PHE344, GLU345, GLN609, LEU611, ARG612, ASP613, THR616 (chain 2)

5 −8.875 0.312276094 GLU200 LYS203 LYS204 GLN207 TYR305 LEU308 THR309 ASN310 ASP311 PRO336 ARG338 ALA339 PRO340
PHE341 LYS348 LYS349 ASN351 LYS354 PHE361 ASP364 PHE376 ARG378 PHE433 (chain 1)

6 −8.832 0.335782594 ASN346 LYS347 LYS348 LYS349 LYS350 (chain 1) and ASN346 LYS350 ASP367 PRO371 GLU372 TYR373 ARG405
LYS406 VAL409 LYS410 GLU443 ASP444 SER445 THR446 ASN447 (chain 2)

7 −8.769 0.373454563 ASN346 LYS347 LYS350 ASP367 PRO371 GLU372 ARG405 LYS406 VAL409 LYS410 GLU443 ASP444 SER445
THR446 ASN447 (chain 1) and ASN346 LYS347 LYS348 LYS350 (chain 2)

8 −8.748 0.386928719 ARG612 ASP613 ASN614 SER615 THR616 MET617 (chain 1) and ARG338 ALA339 PHE341 TYR430 GLU431
ALA432 PHE433 SER434 LYS435 LYS438 ARG456 HIS458 MET466 THR514 GLU515 (chain 2)

Cluster number ΔG, [kcal/mol] Dissoc. constant, [μM] Participating amino acids interacting with silibinin

1 −9.408 0.127011 ALA339, PRO340, PHE341, LEU343, PHE344, TYR430, GLU431, ALA432, PHE433, SER434, LYS435, LYS438,
ARG456, TYR457, HIS458, LYS491, TYR512, MET513, THR514, GLU515 (chain 1) and ARG612, ASP613, ASN614,
SER615 (chain 2)

2 −9.256 0.164158 TYR305, THR309, ASN310, ASP311, PRO336, ARG338, PRO340, ASP342, LEU343, PHE344, GLU345, ASN346,
LYS348, LYS349, LYS350, ASN351, ASN352, ASN375, PHE376, ARG378 (chain 1)

3 −9.094 0.215779 ARG612, ASP613, ASN614, SER615, THR616 (chain 1) and ARG337, ARG338, ALA339, TYR430, GLU431, ALA432,
SER434, LYS438, ARG456, TYR457, MET513, THR514, GLU515, ASP518 (chain 2)

4 −9.087 0.218343 TRP598, MET602, MET606, LYS607, ALA610, LEU611, ARG612, ASP613, ASN614, MET617, MET621 (chain 1) and
PHE341, ASP342, LEU343, PHE344, GLU345, ASN346 (chain 2)

5 −8.873 0.313332 LYS573, LYS574, VAL575, GLU576, ILE591, VAL592, THR593, TRP598, THR599, ALA600, MET602, GLU603,
ALA622, LYS623, LYS624, HIS625, PHE668, SER669 (chain 1)

6 −8.802 0.353222 VAL202, LYS203, GLN207, PHE208, GLU281, LEU282, ASN283, LYS284, THR285, PHE304, LYS306, SER307,
LEU308, ASN310, ASP311, TRP312, LYS354, TYR356 (chain 1)

7 −8.632 0.470608 ALA339, PRO340, PHE341, ASP342, LEU343, PHE344, GLU345, GLU431, ALA432, PHE433, SER434, LYS435,
GLU515 (chain 1) and LEU611, ARG612, ASP613, ASN614, SER615, THR616 (chain 2)

8 −8.596 0.500090 THR593, TRP598, THR599, MET602, GLU603, LYS607, GLY618, TYR619, ALA622, LYS623, LYS624, PHE668,
SER669, LEU670, GLU671, ASP672, PRO673 (chain 1) and GLU489, SER490, GLN493 (chain 2)

9 −8.561 0.530522 GLU539, GLY540, LEU541, LEU543, GLU545, LYS550, MET553, LYS557, ALA558, GLU561, CYS564, LYS565,
LYS577, THR579, ILE580, SER581, ASN582, ARG583, GLU627 (chain 1)

10 −8.452 0.637678 ASP52, ARG55, ASP122, SER124, GLY210, TYR211, TRP289, THR290, GLU328, PHE329, ARG330, ARG359,
ASP382, SER383, GLU384, ASP385 (chain 1)

11 −8.425 0.667410 ILE288, ASN292, PRO293, ASP294, ILE296, GLN298, TYR301, VAL318, LYS319, HIS320, PHE321, SER322,
GLU324, LEU332, GLU418 (chain 1)

12 −8.415 0.678770 PHE113, MET114, LEU117, GLN118, GLY120, ALA121, ASP122, ILE123, SER124, GLY127, GLN128, PHE129,
VAL357, ARG358, GLU384, ASP385, LEU386, LEU388, ARG392 (chain 1)

13 −8.400 0.696174 ASP613 (chain 1) and TYR430, GLU431, SER434, LYS435, LYS438, ARG456, TYR457, HIS458, ASP464, SER490,
LYS491, TYR512, MET513, THR514, GLU515 (chain 2)

14 −8.354 0.752379 GLU313, ARG337, ARG338, ALA339, PRO340, PHE341, LEU343, PHE344, LYS428, GLU431, ALA432, LYS435
(chain 1) and LEU611, ARG612, ASP613, ASN614, SER615 (chain 2)
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degradation of several Hsp90-dependent client proteins (e.g., HER2,
Raf-1 and Akt) without affecting Hsp90 protein levels. Hsp90 plays an
obligatory role for the heme-regulated eukaryotic initiation factor 2
alpha kinase (HRI) to acquire and maintain an activatable conformation
(Uma et al., 1997). When assessing the ability of silibinin to inhibit
Hsp90-dependent activation of HRI (Shao et al., 2001, 2003; Yun et al.,
2004a,b), it was found to inhibit the Hsp90-dependent maturation and
activation of newly synthesized HRI in a heme-deficient lysate in a
dose-dependent manner (Zhao et al., 2011). Because it failed to disrupt
the interactions between Hsp90 and the co-chaperone Cdc37 with HRI,

silibinin was suggested to inhibit Hsp90 in a manner similar to that
proposed for the prenylated isoflavone derrubone (Hadden et al., 2007;
Hastings et al., 2008; Mays et al., 2010). Given their pharmacological
similarity, subsequent studies suggested that silibinin should operate
analogously to novobiocin, an amino coumarin that induces con-
centration-dependent degradation of Hsp90 client proteins by inter-
acting with a previously unrecognized ATP-binding domain in the CTD
of Hsp90 (Marcu et al., 2000a,b; Matts et al., 2011). When employing a
refined binding assay in which silibinin was immobilized and re-
combinant Hsp90α CTD was allowed to bind (Young et al., 2003),

Fig. 2. Hsp90β in an open conformation with docked novobiocin and silibinin. Figure depicts the backbone of the Hsp90β homodimer generated by homology
modeling with rainbow colors from the N-terminal (blue) to the C-terminal (red) domain. For each cluster of the docked compound (novobiocin and novobiocin
cluster numbers are shown in violet while silibinin and silibinin cluster numbers are shown in cyan), only the molecule (spheres) with the best binding energy is
shown. Each inset shows the detailed interactions of each compound docked to the protein, indicating the participating amino acids involved in the interaction and
the type of interaction (hydrogen bonds, hydrophilic interactions, salt bridges, ∏-stacking, etc). Note: For simplicity, the figure only displays the clusters in one of the
subunits. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Table 2
Interactions between novobiocin/silibinin and the open conformation of the Hsp90β dimer.

Cluster number ΔG, [kcal/mol] Dissoc. constant,
[μM]

Participating amino acids interacting with novobiocin

1 −9.41 0.126583 ASN30, TYR33, ILE38, ARG41, HIS205, GLN298, GLU299, GLY302, GLU303, LYS306, TRP312, ASP314, HIS315,
LEU316, ALA317, VAL318, ARG337, LEU419, ASP422, ASN425 (chain 1)

2 −9.186 0.184745 TYR485, THR487, GLY488, GLU489, GLN493, PHE499, GLU519, VAL522, GLN523, LYS526, LEU533, VAL534,
SER535, THR537, TYR596, ASN601, PHE668 (chain 1) and GLN674 (chain 2)

3 −8.739 0.392851 LYS574, GLY597, TRP598, THR599, ALA600, GLU603, ARG604, ILE605, ALA622, LYS652, VAL656, PHE659,
GLU660, LEU663, GLY667, SER669, LEU670, GLU671, ASP672, THR675, ARG679 (chain 1) and GLU492, ASN496
(chain 2)

4 −8.505 0.583112 LEU439, THR487, GLY488, GLU489, PRO516, ILE517, GLU519, TYR520, THR537, TYR596, THR599, ALA600,
ASN601, SER666 (chain 1)

Cluster number ΔG, [kcal/mol] Dissoc. constant,
[μM]

Participating amino acids interacting with silibinin

1 −8.789 0.361058 ASN30, TYR33, ASN35, GLU37, ILE38, ARG41, LYS204, HIS205, GLU303, LYS306, TRP312, GLU313, ASP314,
ARG337 (chain 1)

2 −8.459 0.630188 LEU65 ASP66 SER67 GLY68 GLU70 LEU71 LYS72 THR89 LYS148 HIS149 ASN150 ASP151 ILE175 GLY176 ARG177
(chain 1)

3 −8.178 0.101262 THR487, GLY488, GLU489, PHE499, THR514, GLU515, PRO516, GLU519, TYR520, THR537, TYR596, ALA600,
ASN601, SER665, SER666, PHE668 (chain 1) and GLN674 (chain 2)

4 −7.819 0.1856081 ILE76 PRO77 ASN78 PRO79 GLU81 THR83 THR85 LYS180 ILE182 LEU193 GLU194 GLU195 TYR216 GLU218
LYS266 (chain 1)
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Fig. 3. Hsp90α in a closed conformation with docked novobiocin and silibinin. Figure depicts the backbone of the Hsp90α homodimer generated by homology
modeling with rainbow colors from the N-terminal (blue) to the C-terminal (red) domain. For each cluster of the docked compound (novobiocin and novobiocin
cluster numbers are shown in violet while silibinin and silibinin cluster numbers are shown in cyan), only the molecule (spheres) with the best binding energy is
shown. Each inset shows the detailed interactions of each compound docked to the protein, indicating the participating amino acids involved in the interaction and
the type of interaction (hydrogen bonds, hydrophilic interactions, salt bridges, ∏-stacking, etc). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Table 3
Interactions between novobiocin/silibinin and the closed conformation of the Hsp90α dimer.

Cluster number ΔG, [kcal/mol] Dissoc. constant,
[μM]

Participating amino acids interacting with novobiocin

1 −9.043 0.235176 TYR528, MET614, GLN617, LEU619, ARG620, ASP621, ASN622, SER623, TYR627 (chain 1) and ARG346, ALA347,
PRO348, PHE349, ASP350, LEU351, PHE352, GLU353, GLU439, GLN440 (chain 2)

2 −8.826 0.339200 ASN354, LYS356, LYS357, LYS358, ASN360, ASP372, CYS374, GLU375, ILE378, PRO379, GLU380, LEU382, ASN383,
LEU447, HIS450, GLU451, ILE525, TYR528, ILE613, MET614, GLN617 (chain 1) and LYS356, ALA616, ALA618,
LEU619 (chain 2)

3 −8.624 0.477006 PRO379, GLU380, TYR381, ARG413, LYS414, VAL417, LYS418, HIS450, GLU451, ASP452, GLN454, ASN455,
LYS458 (chain 1) and GLU353, ASN354, LYS356 (chain 2)

Cluster number ΔG, [kcal/mol] Dissoc. constant,
[μM]

Participating amino acids interacting with silibinin

1 −9.703 0.077198 THR495, GLY496, GLU497, GLN501, VAL502, SER505, ASN609, ARG612, LEU672, SER673, SER674, GLY675,
PHE676, SER677, LEU678, PRO681 (chain 1) and GLU497, GLN501, ARG612, LEU672, SER673, SER674, GLY675,
PHE676, SER677, LEU678, PRO681 (chain 2)

2 −8.914 0.292382 PHE352, ASN354, ARG355, LYS356, LYS357, LYS358, GLU375, GLU380, TYR381, ASN383, LEU447, GLU451,
LEU619 (chain 1) and LEU351, PHE352, ASN354, ARG355, LYS356, LYS358, GLU380, ASN383, LEU447, LEU619
(chain 2)

3 −8.557 0.534116 ASN354, GLN617, LEU619, ARG620, ASP621, SER623, TYR627 (chain 1) and PRO348, PHE349, ASP350, LEU351,
PHE352, GLU353, GLN617, LEU619 (chain 2)

4 −8.246 0.902821 ARG346, ALA347, PHE349, LEU351, PHE352, GLU353, GLU439, GLN440 (chain 1) and LEU619, ARG620, ASP621,
ASN622, SER623 (chain 2)

5 −8.187 0.997354 LYS208, LYS209, GLN212, LYS292, THR293, SER315, LEU316, THR317, ASN318, ASN359, ASN360, LYS362,
ASP372, ARG386, GLY387 (chain 1)

6 −8.085 1.184721 TYR313, THR317, ASN318, ASP319, GLU321, PRO344, ARG345, ARG346, ALA347, PRO348, PHE349, ASP350,
ARG355, ASN359, ASN360, LYS362, ARG386 (chain 1)
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excess silibinin and novobiocin were found to displace bound Hsp90α
CTD in solution (Riebold et al., 2015a,b). Because both inhibitors in-
duced chemical shift perturbations for a number of nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) spectroscopy-detected amide signals, whereas only a
few NMR signals were perturbed by either silibinin or novobiocin, it

was proposed that both compounds should bind directly Hsp90α CTD in
a similar region (Riebold et al., 2015a,b). Since then, however, no
further understanding has been gained towards silibinin's mode of
Hsp90 inhibition, either through interaction with the N-terminus, the C-
terminus, or an alternative mode of action.

Fig. 4. Hsp90α in an open conformation with docked novobiocin and silibinin. Figure depicts the backbone of the Hsp90α homodimer generated by homology
modeling with rainbow colors from the N-terminal (blue) to the C-terminal (red) domain. For each cluster of the docked compound (novobiocin and novobiocin
cluster numbers are shown in violet while silibinin and silibinin cluster numbers are shown in cyan), only the molecule (spheres) with the best binding energy is
shown. Each inset shows the detailed interactions of each compound docked to the protein, indicating the participating amino acids involved in the interaction and
the type of interaction (hydrogen bonds, hydrophilic interactions, salt bridges, ∏-stacking, etc). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Table 4
Interactions between novobiocin/silibinin and the open conformation of the Hsp90α dimer.

Cluster number ΔG, [kcal/mol] Dissoc. constant,
[μM]

Participating amino acids interacting with novobiocin

1 −9.742 0.072280 SER50, ASN51, SER53, ASP54, ASP57, ARG60, VAL136, GLN212, PHE213, ILE214, GLY215, TYR216, ASN291,
LYS292, THR293, LYS294, PRO295, ILE296, TRP297, PHE312, SER315, LEU316, ASN318, LYS362, TYR364, ARG367,
PHE369 (chain 1)

2 −9.375 0.134286 ASN83, GLN85, ASP86, GLU200, GLU223, ASP240, LYS241, ASP264, GLU266, LYS270, ASP271, GLY272, LYS274,
LYS275, LYS278, LYS279, ILE280, LYS283 (chain 2)

3 −9.311 0.149605 ALA347, PRO348, PHE349, PHE352, ASN383, PHE384, PHE441, LYS443, ASN444, LEU447, PRO524, ILE525,
ARG612, ILE613, ALA616, GLN617 (chain 1) and ALA616, LEU619, ARG620 (chain 2)

4 −9.012 0.247808 GLU497, ARG612, LYS615, ALA616, LEU619, SER677 (chain 1) and GLU497, GLU611, ARG612, LYS615, ALA616,
LEU619, MET625, ALA629, ALA630, PHE676, SER677, LEU678, GLU679 (chain 2)

Cluster number ΔG, [kcal/mol] Dissoc. constant,
[μM]

Participating amino acids interacting with silibinin

1 −10.344 0.026166 ARG46, ILE49, SER50, SER53, ASP54, ASP57, LYS209, HIS210, SER211, GLN212, PHE213, ILE214, GLY215, TRP297,
GLU311, PHE312, SER315, LEU316, TRP320, LYS362, TYR364, VAL388 (chain 2)

2 −9.03 0.240393 ALA347, PRO348, PHE349, PHE352, LYS356, LYS357, LYS358, ASN359, ASN360, GLU375, ASN383, PHE384,
GLN440, PHE441, LYS443, ASN444 (chain 1) and ASP621, ASN622, SER623 (chain 2)

3 −8.902 0.298364 GLU497, ARG612, LEU672, GLY675, PHE676, SER677, LEU678, PRO681 (chain 1) and ILE494, THR495, GLY496,
GLU497, GLN501, VAL502, SER505, ALA608, ASN609, ARG612, LEU672, GLY675, SER677, LEU678, PRO681 (chain
2)
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Here, we performed a first-in-class computational study aimed at
disentangling the putative molecular interactions between silibinin and
Hsp90α/β by exploiting existing structures such as the atomic cryoEM
structure of the Hsp90-Cdc37-Cdk4 complex (5FWM, Verba et al.,
2016) or, alternatively, by generating computational homology models.
Hsp90 has two isoforms in the cytoplasm. Hsp90β is expressed con-
stitutively to a high level in most tissues and is generally more abundant
than Hsp90α. By contrast, Hsp90α is stress-inducible and overexpressed
in many tumor cells (Csermely et al., 1998; Chen et al., 2005; Millson
et al., 2007), suggesting that it may be more closely involved in disease
processes. The two Hsp90 isoforms share some common functions, but
they possess distinct characteristics: Hsp90α is primarily involved in
signal transduction, growth, and development (Voss et al., 2000),
whereas Hsp90β plays a role in the heat-shock response (Millson et al.,
2007). Hsp90 is known to recognize structure elements of a protein,
thereby allowing other co-chaperones with enzymatic activity such as
protein phosphatases and cis/trans peptidyl-prolyl isomerases (PPIase
activity) to fold and repair the Hsp90-bound client (Karagöz et al.,
2014). One of the co-chaperones with PPIase activity is the tetra-
tricopeptide domain-containing peptidyl-prolyl isomerase D (PPID)/
cyclophilin 40 (Cyp40). Our approach reveals that, whereas silibinin is
predicted to interact with several pockets in the C-terminus of Hsp90α
and β, its highest-ranking docked poses significantly overlap with those

of the well-characterized Hsp90 CTD-targeted inhibitor novobiocin. To
date, however, only computational hypotheses have been proposed
regarding the precise physical location and physiological role of the
silibinin-binding site at the CTD of Hsp90 (Roy and Kapoor, 2016;
Terracciano et al., 2018). Hsp90 is a very large protein with numerous
conformation states, most of them lacking high-resolution structures.
Moreover, while exerting its catalytic function, Hsp90 experiences great
rearrangements in its secondary, tertiary, and quaternary structure. All
of these features make it challenging to rationally explain the binding
mode of silibinin, which has been described here solely for the open and
closed states, but not for any of the multiple intermediate conforma-
tions of Hsp90α/β. Nonetheless, because the Hsp90-binding site of
novobiocin involves a region of the CTD dimerization domain of the
chaperone (Marcu et al., 2000a,b), it is tempting to speculate that si-
libinin may antagonize Hsp90 function by inducing a conformation
favoring separation of the CTDs and release of substrate (Allan et al.,
2006). Indeed, the currently predicted binding sites for both silibinin
and novobiocin favorably locate in the broad C-terminal region of
Hsp90, in many cases at the interface between the subunits making up
the Hsp90 dimer. Given the high energies reported for the binding of
silibinin to novobiocin-like locations at the CTD of Hsp90, it is rea-
sonable to suggest that silibinin would impair the structural re-
arrangements necessary for Hsp90 functioning, perhaps involving

Fig. 5. Novobiocin and silibinin effects on Hsp90α/β CTD activity. A. The results of the effects of novobiocin and silibinin on Hsp90 CTD-PPID interaction are
expressed as means (columns) ± SD (bars); two experimental replicates (*P < 0.05, statistically significant differences from the untreated (control) group; n.s. not
statistically significant). B. The IC50 values were calculated from sigmoidal dose-response curves shown as inserts in A.
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competitive phenomena at the CTD ATP-binding site. The computa-
tional predictions of additional, numerous high-affinity binding sites in
the middle domain of Hsp90 further suggest the ability of silibinin to
disrupt the Hsp90-co-chaperone-client interactions. Accordingly, the
net biochemical effect of silibinin was to inhibit the efficiency of the
Hsp90α/β CTD binding to its co-chaperone PPID/cyclophilin D in a low
millimolar range equivalent to that observed with novobiocin (Yun
et al., 2004a,b).

The most clinically significant off-target, Hsp90-independent toxi-
city observed with the first-generation of geldanamycin-based in-
hibitors was dose-limiting hepatotoxicity (Nowakowski et al., 2006;
Solit et al., 2007). Such impairment of liver function likely reflects the
P450-associated redox active properties of the benzoquinone moiety of
geldanamycin and the extent of geldanamycin-driven superoxide for-
mation, which may stimulate hepatocytes oxidative injury (Samuni
et al., 2010). Our findings support the notion that silibinin, which does
not influence the activities of major P450 drug-metabolizing enzymes
and is well tolerated in vivo (Kawaguchi-Suzuki et al., 2014; Soleimani
et al., 2019), might provide an advantageous toxicological profile as a
non-quinone Hsp90 inhibitor capable of decreasing hepatic ROS levels
(Detaille et al., 2008; Serviddio et al., 2014). Moreover, next-generation
Hsp90 inhibitors such ganetespib lacking the dose-limiting hepato-
toxicity reported with the geldanamycin analogs (Wang et al., 2010;
Shimamura et al., 2012; Jhaveri and Modi, 2015) are mostly aimed to
block the binding of ATP to the N-terminus of Hsp90, a mechanism of
action that activates a cytoprotective resistance response called heat
shock response (HSR). Using HepG2 cells, a predictive model of hepa-
toxicants in which the Hsp90 inhibition-related endoplasmic reticulum
stress and unfolded protein responses (Marcu et al., 2002; Davenport

et al., 2007; Graner et al., 2017) are the main cellular effects underlying
drug-induced liver injury (Van den Hof et al., 2014), we indirectly
provide evidence that the client depletion activity of silibinin as a no-
vobiocin-like C-terminal inhibitor of Hsp90 is not expected to trigger
such undesirable HSR involving a large increase in several prosurvival
proteins (Koay et al., 2016; Bhatia et al., 2018). Such triggering of less
off-target effects by silibinin is supported by the notably lower differ-
ence between its inhibitory concentration required to block purified
Hsp90 protein activity in biochemical assays (1–2mmol/L) and its cy-
totoxic activity against cultured cancer cells (typically ranging from 50
to 150 μmol/L; Bosch-Barrera et al., 2017), a difference that might
reach>100-fold in the case of N-terminal-targeted Hsp90 inhibitors
(Wang and McAlpine, 2015).

Our computational-experimental approach unequivocally confirms
that silibinin might be viewed as a novobiocin-like Hsp90 inhibitor that
binds the CTD of Hsp90 to induce changes in its conformation, and alter
Hsp90-co-chaperone-client interactions (Zhao et al., 2011; Riebold
et al., 2015a,b). Given the essential role of Hsp90 for the functional
competence of STAT3 activity governing tumor microenvironment and
metastatic progression (Bocchini et al., 2014; Cho et al., 2019), and the
recently proposed model of stress-inducible expression of Hsp90β after
the transition of quiescent astrocytes to the reactive phenotype (Sha
et al., 2017), our current findings provide a new framework in which
the non-mutually exclusive direct effects of silibinin on STAT3 and
Hsp90 may explain its unexpected clinical activity in the molecular
dialogue between metastatic cancer cells and the brain microenviron-
ment.

Fig. 6. Hepatotoxic and superoxide-producing effects of Hsp90 inhibitors. A. Dose-response curves obtained by MTT assays for HepG2 cells exposed to Hsp90
inhibitors. Plotted is the percentage of cell viability (y-axis) through exposure to geldanamycin, ganetespib (STA-909), novobiocin, and silibinin at increasing doses
(x-axis). The results are expressed as means ± SD of three experimental replicates. The IC50 values were determined as the concentration causing a half-maximal
percent cytotoxic activity. B. Histograms showing MitoSOX reactive ROS levels in HepG2 cells following 18 h treatment with 50 nmol/L geldanamycin, 50 nmol/L
ganetespib (STA-909), 250 μmol/L novobiocin, 250 μmol/L silibinin, and 2 μmol/L rotenone. Inserts show fluorescence microphotographs demonstrating re-
presentative MitoSOX-reactive ROS (red) in HepG2 cells with the treatment conditions mentioned above. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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5. Conclusions

Our computational findings coupled to experimental validation,
together with the capacity of silibinin structure to avoid unwanted
biotransformation phenomena responsible for hepatotoxicity and its
lack of adverse effects even when employed at high doses, strongly
suggest that the novobiocin-like behavior of silibinin as an Hsp90 CTD
inhibitor might represent a new promising path to develop safe and
efficacious Hsp90 inhibitors for cancer therapy.
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